
Q1 What does Net-Inspect do?
Net-Inspect is an off the shelf software product that will provide electronic First Article Inspection Reports (FAIR) visibility of, when they are accomplished, and what were the 
results
Simplifies and reduces variation in FAI report (FAIR) packages
Provides ability to view sub-assembly / detail part FAIs of higher level assemblies
Has a robust search and metrics capability, using filters to locate FAIRs

Q2 What are the benefits of Net-Inspect? Improved FAI quality to meet requirements
9102 standard system improves compliance
Visibility to  BAE SYSTEMS FAI requirements 
Immediate visibility of out-of-tolerance conditions
Reduce FAI turnbacks with enhanced communication
Improved FAI Efficiency
Connection to all major 2D and 3D ballooning tools
Electronic creation and secure repository of FAIRs 
Improve Supply Chain visibility
If supply chain is on Net-Inspect, system links assembly FAIs to lower level components
Ability to sort supplier FAIR's, by part number and the ability to find an FAI by part number from all suppliers and sub-tier suppliers.
ELIMINATES routine Non-Conformances and Corrective Actions for FAIR issues

Q3 Is Net-Inspect widely used? Over 7,000 companies use Net-Inspect in over 52+ countries, 100,000+ users
3,100,000+ aerospace FAIRs managed in the system today
Net-Inspect has 18+ years focus on eliminating defects in the aerospace industry

Q4 How do I get a Net-Inspect company account?
When a supplier wants to create a new Net-Inspect company for their use, they can visit  www.net-inspect.com and select Request an Account in the upper right.   Populate the 
form and the Net-Inspect helpdesk will work with the supplier to complete the activity.  

Q5 How do I get a Net-Inspect user id? Once you company account has been established, your local company administration can set up a user ID.

Q6 When is BAE implementing Net-Inspect

Quality Assurance organization leaders are working with all of the programs to determine the optimum point to cut over to Net-Inspect in the coming months. Considerations 
include program maturity, any new contract startups, etc. This provides an opportune time to align both make item and buy item FAIRs on the Net-Inspect platform.  You will 
recieve additional information when your company is scheduled to be implemented.

Q7 How do I access Net-Inspect?
Net-Inspect can be accessed at www.Net-Inspect.com. It is important that all suppliers comply with the DFARS requirements flowed to you via the purchase order.  It is highly 
recommended that suppliers utilize SSO for protecting customer Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) found in the balloon drawing and associated Form 3 data.

Q8 On what computing devices can Net-Inspect be accessed
Net-Inspect can be accessed by any computing device that supports internet connectivity with a browser, including your desktop, laptop, iPad, and cell phone as long as it is on 
your company network. DO NOT use public networks

Q9 What if I already use Net-Inspect for another customer? Net-Inspect is a multi-tenant system, meaning you can log on and use your current Net-Inspect account to create FAIs for multiple customers.
Have your company administrator add the BAE SYSTEMS Business Unit(s), as a customer to your company account. BAE Systems US Defense (BAES) is our initial company 
production account and covers the Austin TX, Nashua, Merrimack, and Hudson NH, Greenlawn NY, Manassas, VA, Wayne NJ, and Lexington, MA manufacturing locations.   Future 
addition is planned for US Controls business locations in Endicott NY and Ft. Wayne IN  for 2021.
View the Knowledge base for more information or contact helpdesk@net-inspect.com 

Q10 What are the annual fees for supplier usage?  None, the BAE SYSTEMS subscription covers all supply chain usage for BAE SYSTEMS FAI parts.

Q11 How will BAE SYSTEMS notify suppliers to use Net-Inspect?

Suppliers are encouraged to utilize the Net-Inspect training materials on the Net-Inspect site and the BAE implementation guide on the Net-Inspect dashboard.  Additional training 
opportunities by BAE Systems personnel will also be available during our platform start-up.  Please contact your BAE Systems commodity manager or supplier quality representative 
for additional information on schedule and availability. 

Q12 Is the usage of Net-Inspect optional at a Supplier?
No, all suppliers that have active contracts with an AS9102 requirement and who have been identified for implementation as part of our implementation  are required to use Net-
Inspect for electronic First Article Inspections

Q13
We use a different software package to create our FAIs, can 
we interface to Net-Inspect BAE SYSTEMS has chosen the industry leading Net-Inspect Enterprise Quality Management System for its FAI creation, submission, visibility, management and repository.

Many other FAI tools automatically publish  information to Net-Inspect, contact helpdesk@net-inspect.com for options and details.
If your company FAI tool does not publish to Net-Inspect, your company is still required to fully populate the Forms 1, 2, 3 and upload required documentation into the Net-Inspect 
system.   There is an Excel autoloader to assist you in this process.  Contact Net-Inspect.com for additional details.
Suppliers may use any of the available ballooning tools that publish to Net-Inspect at suppliers expense (Discus, Inspection Expert, etc.)

Q14
Can suppliers upload 3D or MBD data directly into Net-
Inspect to automatically fill form fields? There are modules / add-ons that can upload 3D or MBD data directly into Net-Inspect.   Other tools are available at your companies’ option and expense.

Q15
Does BAE SYSTEMS implementation of Net-Inspect require I 
create FAI documents in Net-Inspect. Yes – BAE SYSTEMS is requiring that all new FAIRs you provide, whether full or partial, be created in the Net-Inspect system. 

NO Classified information is permitted in the  Net-Inspect system.  Classified FAIRs will be processed through current channels.
All FAIs are to be fully populated per the AS9102 and BAE SYSTEMS specific requirements including Forms 1, 2, 3, attached documentation and Net-Inspect check list 
If you are creating a new, Partial-FAI, please attach a copy of the Full and all associated Partial FAIRs in the Documents tab of the FAI for reference.

Q16
Do we hold shipping until all FAIRs are approved by BAE 
SYSTEMS?

Yes, FAIRs are to be entered into Net-Inspect 10 days prior to shipment and approved by BAE SYSTEMS before the part can be shipped .  If this imposes difficulty in meeting delivery 
promise dates, please contact BAE for resolution.  

Q17
Do I need to upload previously approved  FAIs into Net-
Inspect? BAE SYSTEMS does not require FAI history to be loaded into Net-Inspect

If you are creating a new, Partial-FAI, then please attach a copy of the Full and all associated Partial FAIRs in the Documents tab of the FAI for reference.

Q18
Will BAE SYSTEMS expect a flow down of FAI review in Net 
Inspect for my Sub Tiers?

 If the detail parts or subassemblies are provided by a supplier, you are requested to deploy Net-Inspect for all new FAIRs to your sub-tier suppliers and link them to the assembly 
under the provided subscription.   BAE will work with you to accomplish this goal within a reasonable amount of time.

Q19 Can Classified data be put on Net-Inspect? NO.  Under no circumstances is Classified data to be stored on Net-Inspect.  Please contact your procurement professional or program contact for direction.
Q20 Where can I get additional information? You can visit www.net-inspect.com or you can e-mail questions to netinspect.es@baesystems.com

http://www.net-inspect.com/
http://www.net-inspect.com/
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